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Logic and inferencing

Vision NLP

Expert 
Systems

Robotics

• Search
• Reasoning
• Learning
• Knowledge

Planning

• Knowledge

Obtaining implication of given facts and rules -- Hallmark of 
intelligence



Propositions

− Stand for facts/assertions
− Declarative statements

− As opposed to interrogative statements (questions) or imperative 
statements (request, order)

Operators

)((~),),(),( ⇒∨∧ NIMPLICATIONOTORAND

=> and ¬ form a minimal set (can express other operations)
- Prove it.

Tautologies are formulae whose truth value is always T, whatever the 
assignment is

)((~),),(),( ⇒∨∧ NIMPLICATIONOTORAND



Model

In propositional calculus any formula with n propositions has 2n models 
(assignments)
- Tautologies evaluate to T in all models.

Examples: 
1) PP ¬∨

2) 

-e Morgan with AND

)()( QPQP ¬∨¬⇔∧¬



Semantic Tree/Tableau method of proving tautology

Start with the negation of the formula

α-formula 

β-formula - β - formula
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)( QP ∧¬

- α - formula

β-formula 

α-formula 
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Example 2: 

X

α-formula 
¬ A ¬C

(α - formulae)

(α - formula)

)]()()([ CABACBA ∧∨∧⇒∨∧¬

)( CBA ∨∧

))()(( CABA ∧∨∧¬

B C B CContradictions in all paths

¬ A ¬B ¬ A ¬B

A
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B�C A

B�C
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B�C

(β - formulae)

)( BA ∧¬

))( CA ∧¬



Formal Systems

� Rule governed
� Strict description of structure and rule application

� Constituents

� Symbols 

Well formed formulae� Well formed formulae

� Inference rules

� Assignment of semantics

� Notion of proof

� Notion of soundness, completeness, consistency, 

decidability etc.



Hilbert's formalization of propositional calculus

1. Elements are propositions: Capital letters

2. Operator is only one :      � (called implies)

3. Special symbolF (called 'false')

4. Two other symbols :'(' and ')'

5. Well formed formula is constructed according to the grammar

WFF� P|F|WFF�WFFWFF� P|F|WFF�WFF

6. Inference rule : only one

Given        A�B and 

A

write B

known as MODUS PONENS



7. Axioms : Starting structures
A1: 

A2:

A3

This formal system defines the propositional calculus

))(( ABA →→

)))()(())((( CABACBA →→→→→→

)))((( AFFA →→→


